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reviewed by thomas G alexander professor of history and director ofthe charles
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although the occasion of many of the sermons 1I have given in
church gatherings has faded into oblivion the evening I1 reported
my mission in the ogden twenty ninth ward is indelibly impressed
on my mind immediately after 1I had finished my report the bishop
arose to announce that a ward member whom 1I had known for
years and who had been serving in the french mission while 1I was
in germany had been excommunicated for entering polygamy
memories flooded through my mind as 1I read van wagoners mention of her name
that personal memory aside probably no topic in mormon
studies has held the fascination of the public both mormon and
non mormon as has the practice of plural marriage revulsion at
the practice induced many in the united states during the nineteenth
century and not a few today to identify the latter day saints with
gross immorality and deviant fanaticism public outrage promoted
an anti mormon crusade that led eventually to the suppression of the
practice and to the accommodation of the latter day saints with their
fellow citizens
A number of studies of latter day saint polygamy preceded the
publication of van wagoners first edition in 1986 among the most

noted are kimball young isnt one wife enough the story of
mormon polygamy which in spite of its racy title was based on solid
sociological research stanley S ivins notes on mormon polygamy
phillip R kunz one wife or several A comparative study of late
nineteenth century marriage in utah eugene E campbell and
bruce L campbell divorce among mormon polygamists extent
and explanations lawrence foster religion and sexuality three
american communal experiments of the nineteenth century
danel W bachman A study of the mormon practice of plural
marriage before the death of joseph smith lowell bennion the
incidence of mormon polygamy in 1880 dixie versus davis stake
bradleejr
bradleyjr
eor
jr and dale van atta prophet oxblood
Bradle
ben bradlee
of blood the untold story
bradie
ofblood
ejr
labanon
labaron
lebaron and the lambs ofgod
of god vicky burgess olson family
ofeivil
ofewillebaron
structure and dynamics in early utah mormon families 1847
III
ili beyond the manifesto polygamous
1885 kenneth L cannon 111
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cohabitation among LDS general authorities after 1890 jessie
embry effects of polygamy on mormon women james edward
hulett jr the sociological and social psychological aspects of the
carmon
mormon polygamous family victor W jorgensen and B cannon
hardy the taylor cowley affair and the watershed of mormon
mormons and the law the polygamy
history orma linford the cormons
cases edward leo lyman the mormon quest for utah statehood and D michael quinn LDS church authority and new plural
marriages 1890 1904 1 1
in general van wagoners interpretations are quite moderate
he agrees with joseph smiths own interpretation of the origins of
plural marriage van wagoner like other authors before him
properly cites other groups and individuals who proposed and in
some cases instituted forms of marriage other than monogamy
finally however and following others he concludes that the latter
day saint practice derived from josephs attempt to effect the
restoration of all things van wagoner views polygamy as popular
mormons and abhorrent to others he also recognizes
with some cormons
that the practice continued in some circles well after 1890
even though van wagoners interpretations are rather well
substantiated in other secondary literature and by readily available
primary sources a number of authors have continued to insist on
outmoded and indefensible rationalizations some have argued that
more women joined the church than men and that polygamy was
necessary to provide faithful husbands for the excess females in
fact historians have known for years that a shortage of marriageable
females occurred in some areas and that some church leaders
actually married wives of other living saints other authors have
begged the question at the same time denying its pervasiveness by
arguing that plural marriage was limited to two or three percent of
latter day saint marriages however current statistical information
provided by lowell C bennion and others has shown that the
incidence was much higher on the average perhaps 20 to 25
percent of adults were married polygamously some say that the
church considered the practice legal justified by the first amendment free exercise clause which was true but then they proceed to
argue that latter day saints gave up plural marriage as soon as the
supreme court declared the practice illegal an absolutely absurd
statement contradicted by abundant factual information
nevertheless there are some problems which van wagoner
has not solved and which remain to be investigated the beginning
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of the practice of plural marriage remains a mystery the first
recorded polygamous marriage took place between joseph smith
and louisa beaman in april 1841 but how long before that the
prophet had entered the practice is open to speculation
various people have tried to push the date of the beginning
back to the 1830s with a marriage alleged to have taken place
between the prophet and fanny alger van wagoner rightly
concludes that confusion over the exact nature and extent ofofjoseph
joseph
smiths involvement with fanny alger has remained to this day
10 well he should since at least one piece of evidence that he
presents on the question is spurious he cites an alleged interview
in the st george temple between an unnamed saint and heber C
rjohn as the
kimball who is said to have introduced dannys
brother
fannys brotherjohn
brothe john
ofjoseph smiths first plural wife this would have been an
brother of joseph
extraordinary feat since the st george temple was not dedicated
until 1877 and heber C kimball died in 1868
nevertheless van wagoners book is essentially a rather
straightforward discussion of the institution practice and demise of
polygamy among orthodox latter day saints and its continuation
under fundamentalists van wagoner documents the discord that
plural marriage caused in nauvoo its subsequent practice and
public acknowledgment in 1852 its effect on family life the antipolygamy crusade and the woodruff manifesto he also considers
post manifesto polygamy the smoot hearings and subsequent
suppression of new polygamous marriages among orthodox mor
mons finally he discusses the continued practice of plural marriage
among generally inoffensive fundamentalists such as the colorado
city hillsdale community the allred group and roysten potter the
effly
ffly and their associates and of the
bamily
family
violent activities of the lebaron fan
ofjohn W bryant
singer swapp clan and the deviant sexual practices ofjohn
when the second edition of any book is issued one often
wonders what justification the author and publishers had for a new
edition as opposed to a second printing of the old in order to try
to answer that question this reviewer made a cursory comparison
of the two editions the results are mixed many of the changes are
essentially cosmetic such as adding titles to chapters reformatting
verbatim transcripts of interviews and rephrasing or recasting
information taken from the first edition some of the changes
however have resulted from van wagoners use of more recent
research on the topics under consideration see for instance ap
pp 82
go
90 96 98 119 204 and 212 ff
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although van wagoners book is a generally accurate summary
of previously published studies together with an examination of
some of the available primary data we still need a full scale in
depth study of plural marriage sufficient confusion remains about
such things as its date of origin the details of its practice during
joseph smiths lifetime the practice of polyandry the extent of the
practice of plural marriage among orthodox latter day saints
between 1852 and 1904 the extent of its practice after 1904 and the
patterns of practice among fundamentalist groups today that a number
of studies can and undoubtedly will be published in the future
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